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Abstract
Given the plethora of available information systems (IS) evaluation techniques, it seems
unlikely that yet another technique will address the problems of unsuccessful projects and
ineffective management. Rather, more insight into the foundations of evaluation techniques
may yield greater benefits. One generally accepted, but largely unexplored, issue concerns
objectivity and subjectivity in the assessment of costs and benefits. This research in progress
demonstrates that, over time, the objectivity of evaluation approaches has diminished as they
increasingly assess benefits. As cost measurements remain more objective, assessments that
seek to compare costs and benefits become more problematic; benefits are from Venus, costs
are from Mars and their orbits are diverging. This research assesses why this is the case.
Specifically, it examines different characteristics of costs and benefits and the divergence in
their assessments. Then, a design science methodology is adopted to analyse the
divergenceâ s influence on evaluation methods, as well as the 'tweakabilityâ for closing
the gap. In this paper it is argued that narrowing the gap, and particularly the objective
measurement of IT benefits, is a prerequisite for a more general acceptance of IT evaluation
methods. This insight may enable better understanding of some of the fundamental problems
underlying IS evaluation.
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Benefits are from Venus, Costs are from Mars
Abstract
Given the plethora of available information systems (IS) evaluation techniques, it seems unlikely that
yet another technique will address the problems of unsuccessful projects and ineffective
management. Rather, more insight into the foundations of evaluation techniques may yield greater
benefits. One generally accepted, but largely unexplored, issue concerns objectivity and subjectivity in
the assessment of costs and benefits. This research in progress demonstrates that, over time, the
objectivity of evaluation approaches has diminished as they increasingly assess benefits. As cost
measurements remain more objective, assessments that seek to compare costs and benefits become
more problematic; benefits are from Venus, costs are from Mars and their orbits are diverging. This
research assesses why this is the case. Specifically, it examines different characteristics of costs and
benefits and the divergence in their assessments. Then, a design science methodology is adopted to
analyse the divergence’s influence on evaluation methods, as well as the ‘tweakability’ for closing the
gap. In this paper it is argued that narrowing the gap, and particularly the objective measurement of
IT benefits, is a prerequisite for a more general acceptance of IT evaluation methods. This insight may
enable better understanding of some of the fundamental problems underlying IS evaluation.
Keywords: Objectivity, IS evaluation, evaluation methods, IS economics

Introduction
Over the last 40 years an extensive portfolio of evaluation methods for information systems (IS) has
been created. Despite some evidence of use (Al-Yaseen et al. 2006), their usefulness appears to be
lacking as reports of the squandering of resources on unsuccessful projects and ineffective
management persist (Latimore et al. 2004). Underpinning the problem complexity, as well as the
disparity between theory and practice, these reports indicate that organizations are not benefiting
from the potential value of IS evaluation and consequently improved decisions about which IS to
invest in.
Given the available ways and means, it seems unlikely that yet another technique would address
these problems (Powell 1992). Rather, there is a need for more insight into the foundations of
evaluation techniques, and their specific characteristics, use and value in practice. This research in
progress focuses on the characteristics of the constellation of costs and benefits in the methods.
Specifically, it addresses why the evaluation of IS business value does not deliver an effective, and
feasible, constellation. Three questions are examined: (1) how different are costs and benefits, (2)
what is the gap between the assessments of costs and of benefits in IS evaluation, and, assuming a
gap exists, (3) how could this gap be reduced? Given that IS evaluation research and practice has a
history of over 40 years (Williams and Scott 1965), yet is neither well understood, nor routinely
practised, insight into these questions may enable better understanding of some of the fundamental
underlying problems of IS evaluation.
A number of dimensions for assessing costs and benefits have emerged in the literature. One is the
extent to which the elements of the evaluation may be considered ‘objective’ or ‘subjective’. In this
paper, the body of evaluation methods is assessed based on the level to which they may be
considered to be ‘objective’. It is explained here that there is diminishing objectivity as evaluation
approaches increasingly assess benefits. As cost assessments tend to be more objective, it appears
the two are moving apart - hence benefits are from Venus and costs are from Mars, and their orbits
are diverging. In order to bring the orbits closer together, this research takes an approach in which
the effects of change on a method are assessed as its level of objectivity is increased. To aid this
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approach, an objectified redesign of Bedell’s method (1985), previously considered as subjective, is
presented, tested, and compared to the original.
The paper is organized as follows. In the next section, the concept of objectivity in evaluation is
addressed while taking into consideration the cost and benefits dimensions. Then, a review of IS
evaluation methods progressively uncovers a response to the second research question. Based on
this foundation, the research objectives and approach are discussed. The redesigned method is
presented in the subsequent section and early results are considered. The final section concludes
with the potential practical and theoretical contributions of the research.

Objectivity in assessing costs and benefits
Techniques to evaluate IS can be categorized in many ways. Each of these taxonomies highlights
different characteristics; examples are timing (Remenyi et al. 2000), type of assessment (Renkema
and Berghout 1997), and level of objectivity (Powell 1992). Typologies may aid organizations in their
choice of appropriate methods to support their IS investments and other resource allocation choices.
These justifications are assessed based on the business value to the organization. From an economic
standpoint, this value can be considered the sum of all positive and negative consequences of the
system. In an assessment of evaluation methods it is therefore important to consider how these
elements are reconciled.
In addition, the level of objectivity, while often mentioned, has received little fundamental
examination in IS evaluation literature. Yet, the concept may prove valuable as higher levels of
objectivity in the measurement and evaluation of the costs and benefits might be able to play a role
in more commonly accepted and employed evaluation principles.
In an apparent common sense supposition, Powell (1992) states that objective measures seek to
quantify system inputs and outputs in order to attach values to them; while subjective methods
(usually qualitative) rely on attitudes, opinions and feelings. The latter part of this view is supported
from a research philosophy perspective in which objectivity relates to objectivism, the ontological
position stating that ‘social entities exist in reality external to social actors’; whereas subjectivity
descends from subjectivism, arguing that these entities are created ‘from the perceptions and
consequent actions of social actors’ (Saunders et al. 2006: p.108). Despite extensive and insightful
philosophical considerations, influenced by Descartes, Kant, Foucault, and Nietzsche among many
others (Darity 2008), concealed behind the concepts of objectivism and subjectivism, no empirically
applicable definition to determine a level of objectivity has been established.
In its purest form, objectivity would thus have no actors involved, but from a realism standpoint,
ultimate objectivity would be reached by the elimination of the influence of the observer on the
observation. However, accepting the observer as an element of the observation would lead
objectivity to concern a sense of judgement and acceptance reflecting generally agreed principles.
This, in turn, results in a situation in which neither objectivity nor subjectivity are absolute and
mutually exclusive (Ford 2004). Therefore, for research on the objectivity of evaluation methods, it
might be better to aspire to reduced subjectivity, rather than a futile aim for objectivity itself. This
espouses Giddens’ (1984) view that the objectivity of a social systems depends on its enabling and
constraining structural properties which create a range of feasible opportunities wherein the agent
can be engaged; the smaller the range of options available, the lower the subjectivity.
In assessing IS costs and benefits, it is possible to detect the presence of such differences in the level
of objectivity, both between and within the two elements. On the one hand, the emphasis in IS
benefits research lies heavily on non-financial aspects. Information systems are seen to positively
contribution to the organization in three ways; (1) by facilitation things to be done which could not
be done before, (2) by improving the things already done, and (3) by enabling the organization to
cease activities that are no longer needed (Ward and Daniel 2006). The benefits of having IS can only
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be established through use by the organization (Tiernan and Peppard 2004). Problems arise with the
measurement, allocation, and management of benefits. The lack of a workable definition for setting
the boundaries of IS leaves the allocation of benefits to IS seemingly impossible. The intangibility of
benefits confirms this impression. In addition, information is pervasive within the business and
change will undoubtedly lead to second-order effects. When trying to create an overview of benefits
for a potential change or investment identifying all direct and some indirect effects is a challenge. As
boundaries fade after implementation, the identification of the contribution of an operational IS in
the current business environment becomes even more problematic.
Research on costs, on the other hand, has a dominant financial orientation in IS literature (e.g. Irani
et al. 2006). IS costs can occur due to use of the system, as a consequence of having the system, and
as a result of the processes supplying the system. A problem with identifying IS costs concerns which
costs to include – costs for user training may be an IS cost category, but might also be hidden within
the business. As IS costs are partially caused by the business, the IS provider is unable to control
them; therefore an organization needs to have agreed processes on the allocation and measurement
of IS costs. It is then possible to create insights into IS cost behaviour and manage and control them.
It is these objectives that eventually determine the purposes of identifying IS costs. Little attention is
paid to the so-called negative contributions, that is the non-financial burdens, of IS.
Being better established and highly financially-oriented, various methods for accounting for the costs
of IS exist. Methods such as Activity Based Costing are based on standard accounting approaches,
and so, from one perspective it could be argued that cost management itself appears relatively
objective and somewhat comparable – though it will depend on the quality of the data, the quality of
the costing system and of the quality of the output or signals the system produces. Nonetheless, it is
hoped that by careful cost categorization all sources of cost can be identified, and quantified, in a
reasonably robustly manner. The attachment of values to inputs and outputs by evaluation
techniques in order to create an objective aura, ‘quantification’, advocates ‘increases [in] precision
and generalizability, while minimizing prejudice, favouritism, and nepotism in decision-making’
(Darity 2008, p.655). That does not necessarily mean that the level of objectivity is high. As Power
substantiates, ’below the wealth of technical procedure, the epistemic foundation of financial
auditing,..is essentially obscure’ (1997, p.15), these procedures are based on an obscure knowledge
base and the output is essentially an opinion. The supposed objectivity stems from ‘disciplinary
objectivity’ (Megill 1994), earning its ‘acceptability to those outside a discipline depends on certain
presumptions, which are rarely articulated except under severe challenge’ (Porter 1995, p.4).
No matter if the disciplinary appearance of objectivity is reached or not, a form of ‘procedural
objectivity’ (aka. mechanical objectivity) can occur; essentially a practice reaching its objectivity by
following rules (Porter 1995). These ‘rules are a check on subjectivity: they should make it impossible
for personal biases or preferences to affect the outcome of an investigation’ (Porter 1995, p.4). They
thus create high levels of standardization and reproducibility, which, as in science, might be further
enhanced by triangulation. Compared to the established cost evaluation, no such rules, standard
systems and accepted principles exist for IS benefits. It could be argued that there might be a need
for an IS ‘profession’ to dictate how things should be done, but at present it appears to be an area in
which mechanical objectivity could be valuable. Availability of rules is not sufficient for procedural
objectivity on its own, as other properties are of influence. Applying rules will often require some
kind of valuation by the actor involved. The more situations which require actor judgement and the
more complex these judgements, the lower the objectivity. This effect is called ‘multiple subjectivity’
(Berghout 1997). The effect may be moderated by use of triangulation. As in research, triangulated
data enable the actor to ascertain the statements made.
In both the situations of procedural and disciplinary objectivity, the level of objectivity is determined
by the position of the actor who either somehow obtains disciplinary approbation or follows the
mechanics in order to employ the evaluation, as well as the other actors involved. An actor can and
might positively or negatively influence the objectivity, based on his power, the ability to actually
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influence, knowledge, the ability of how to influence, and interest, the willingness to influence.
Although all are required to influence, neither will ensure employment. Apart from depending on the
position of the actors, objectivity is ‘practised in a particular time and place by a community of people
whose interests, hence standards and goals, change with particular sociocultural and political
situations’ (Feldman 2004). Hence, there are objectivity stimulating elements for methods and
participants and these elements will also interact. An evaluation method that could be deemed
objective at a given time, might thus lose this objectivity due to subjective manipulation by the actors
involved.
Based on this analysis, the assessment of the objectivity of evaluation methods requires a review
from multiple viewpoints. With regard to the disciplinary objectivity, all methods appeal to the same
disciplinary foundation; therefore, a comparison is unlikely to show any differences here. The aspects
which relate to the mechanical objectivity however open up possibilities for analysing levels of
objectivity. Several aspects are distinguished concerning provided rules. The availability of guidelines
on the selection of the object under evaluation – the what aspect – provide the evaluator with a
reference framework for the boundaries of the assessment. In view of the complex nature of
information systems, these rules are a prerequisite for objectivity. Having established the
evaluation’s focus, rules on the procedures of evaluation – the how aspect – will guide the evaluation
in the process of employing the analysis. This is the part in which rules for identifying cost and
benefits are to be found, as well as guidance to bring cost and return to a common base. Use of
triangulated data further enables objectivity in this aspect. After the evaluation process, the outcome
of the evaluation needs to be addressed. Rules on the criteria to be used in this action – the which
aspect – contribute to the mechanical objectivity of an evaluation method by uniforming the
interpretation. These rules are closely linked to the procedural rules, but differ in that they guide
meaning rather than operation. Next to the rules connected to the evaluation process, two more
aspects can be identified in the evaluation’s environment. The first concerns the stakeholders
involved in the evaluation – the who aspect. Active stakeholder management will increase support
for the evaluation as well as the triangulation of data. Additionally, facilitating issues – the why
aspect – regard the embedment of the evaluation in the organization. Issues involved include
supported learning capabilities, communication facilitation, and reporting guidance. An overview of
the aspects is provided in Table 1.
Code
MO1
MO2
MO3
MO4
MO5

Table 1.

Rules regarding the ... of evaluation
Object
Procedures
Criteria
Stakeholders
Facilitation

Aspects influencing mechanical objectivity

The evaluation of cost and benefits provides most value for organizations when they can be directly
compared. Surveying the current state, the problems with evaluation of the two are different. Given
the accounting standards in place, cost accounting for information systems seems to be converging
to a more standard practice with increasing of objectivity or at the very least, uniformity.
Developments in IS benefits assessment however appears to be lagging behind in this line of work.
While the evaluation of cost struggles with relative objective issues such as addressing the right cost
drivers and determining acceptable levels of costs, the assessment of benefits has not similarly
progressed from the more subjective identification area. Benefits and cost thus appear to have a
different ‘denominator’, making them apparently unsuitable to combine in a single evaluation in
their current form. In the next section, the consequences of this dissimilarity of evaluation methods
are discussed by subjecting their costs and benefits constellations to the degrees of objectivity.
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Mechanical objectivity aspect
MO1
MO2
MO3
Object
Procedures
Criteria
Project
Financial
None

Technique

(IS) Source

Cost value
technique
Cost benefit
analysis
Method of
Bedell
Value chain
analysis
Internal rate of
return
Net present
value
SESAME

Joslin, 1977
(in Powell 1992)
Lay, 1985
Project
(in Powell 1992)
Bedell, 1985
Project,
organization
Porter and
Organization
Millar, 1985
Weston and
Project
Copeland, 1986
Weston and
Project
Copeland, 1986
Lincoln, 1986
Project

Return on
investment
Information
economics

Weston and
Copeland, 1986
Parker et al.,
1988

Return on
management
Option theory

Strassmann,
1990
Dos Santos,
1991
Kaplan and
Norton, 1992

Balanced
scorecard
Benefit
realization
approach

Thorp, 1998

Benefit
management
approach

Ward and
Daniel, 2006

Val IT

ISACA, 2007

Table 2.

Project

Financial

None

MO4
MO5
Stakeholders Facilitation
None
None
None

None

Implicit
None
substitutes
Cost and
None
value drivers
Financial
None

Mgmt, users, Portfolio
automation management
None
Action plan
steps
None
None

Financial

None

None

None

Financial,
categories
and areas

None

Users

Financial

None

None

Managemen
t
recommendations
None

Project

Financial,
None
business and
IS criteria
Organization Financial
None

Managemen None
t

Project

None

Financial,
probabilities
Project,
Perspectives,
organization no explicit
measures
Project
Perspectives,
methods to
be
embedded
Project
Benefit
identification
supported,
business
measures
Organization Business
case, not
explicit

None
None

None

None

Managemen
t flexibility
Managemen None
t

None

Managemen Results chain
t

None

Managemen Process
t

None

Managemen Processes
t

Sources of mechanical objectivity in IS evaluation methods

Diverging orbits
Against this understanding of the concept of objectivity in IS evaluation, the evaluation techniques
themselves can be addressed. Fifteen techniques were selected in order to get a representative
cross-section of the available evaluation methods portfolio. The selection together with the method’s
original IS source is presented arranged in order of occurrence in Table 2. It is compiled using the
time-line of Bannister et al. (2006) in order to cover the changing concepts of IS to a degree. It
includes a wide selection of the most classical examples, as well as conceptual backgrounds. One or
more representatives are included for each of the categories of financial, multi-criteria, ratio, and
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portfolio methods. The objectivity of methods is assessed using the aspects as prepared in the
previous section (Table 1). In Table 2 the identified sources of mechanical objectivity in the
evaluation methods are listed on each of the aspects. Where possible the original sources, as
referred to in the table, where used. In addition, IS evaluation literature was consulted for
information on the methods (e.g. Van Grembergen 2001, Renkema and Berghout 2005). It should be
emphasized that the information provides no value judgement on any property other than
mechanical objectivity.
In general, the guidance provided on each of the five aspects is seen to be low. A number of external
factors might be attributed to this, among which are the intended scope of either the references or
the description of the methods. This is likely to be the case on the matters of the object under
evaluation, criteria of evaluation, stakeholders, and facilitation. For instance, the object under
evaluation is seen to be (IT) projects and/or the (IT) organization. Setting the boundaries of such
entities entails issues far from the focus of any method explanation. As is the case with stakeholder
management, on which little special guidance is provided other than information on the use of the
method by (senior) management. When considering the aspects of facilitation and criteria of using
the evaluation outcome, a similar argument holds. Either methods are intended for use within a
broader scope, such as any of the financial methods, or the scope of the methods is broader than
one on which the aspects are used; this is the case for methods providing an organizational
framework.
On the aspect of procedures, the previous reasoning however does not hold. The procedures form
the essence of the methods and therefore the internal rules on how to employ a method are
provided in detail. Nevertheless, looking beyond the internal rules, guidance on the data to obtain
and process creates a foundation for subjectivity as boundaries are not set. As the older evaluation
techniques are an outgrowth of traditional cost-benefit methodologies their total objectivity relies on
their disciplinary qualities. Moving forward in time, objectivity diminishes on the aspect of
procedures as the evaluation approaches increasingly are enabled to assess benefits. Increasingly,
evaluation methods offer a framework which is customized for the organization employing the
technique, rather than a ready to use assessment. As the objectivity of cost measurements relies on
similar foundations throughout the selected portfolio of evaluation techniques, it appears that the
two are moving apart; benefits are from Venus and costs are from Mars, and their orbits are
diverging.
Next, the research focuses on reducing this divergence by tackling the need to make the benefit
element better match its cost counterpoint.

Methodology
The previous section demonstrates IS evaluation methods to be progressively adopting a subjective
approach. The consequences of this gap between objectivity and subjectivity for techniques are now
assessed. For this, a design science research methodology, as described by Peffers et al. (2007) is
adopted in order to design a method in which the gap is at least narrowed. Design science is
preferred over a behavioural paradigm as the objective is to develop guidance and utility on how to
design a usable and useful IS evaluation method (Markus et al. 2002, Hevner et al. 2004, Van Aken
2004).
Peffers’ methodology consists of six activities: the identification of the problem and motivation,
defining objectives for the solution (Sections 1-3), design and development, demonstration,
evaluation, and communication activities. The latter two loop back to the second and third, as to
create a flow of progressive improvement of the designed solution and its problem solving capacity.
Building on literature research and exploratory research on the original, Bedell’s method (1985) is
redesigned to increase its level of objectivity (Section 5). By reflecting an amended method back on
its origin not only can insights be provided into the influence of objectivity on IS evaluation, but also
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the general ‘tweakability’ of techniques can be addressed. Future research on other characteristics
and trade-offs between those characteristics could then be served by this insight. In addition, the
quality and usefulness of the redesigned method are tested. Bedell’s method was selected for its
thorough organizational structure and high internal consistency.
The demonstration activity of the methodology, occurring several times because of the feedback
loops, is implemented as a field study. Field research sees to the testing of the design in a natural
problem environment, demonstrating the design in situations in which it is supposed to work. Each
loop consists of a case study in which three steps are distinguished: introduction, data gathering and
processing for the method, and outcome and research assessment. First, during the introduction the
organization is familiarized with the research process and the designed method. The required data is
located and, if necessary, substitute variables are identified and selected. In addition, a quick-scan of
the IS department is made. Second, the organization provides data and the design is employed by the
researchers. A report is drafted and fed back to the organization for initial comments. Last, a meeting
is arranged in which the outcome of the method are discussed with the organization. Inaccuracies
are mapped and amendments are discussed. So as to demonstrate the design under a rich variety of
circumstances, the portfolio of participation organizations contains large as well as small/medium
enterprises from diverse lines of business and employing different IS (sourcing) strategies.
Next, the design is evaluated based on the quick-scan executed in the introduction step of each case
study. In the later stages the design is validated and assessed in comparison to the original method.
As the designed method only uses data that cannot be influenced by the organization, no
interference issues are expected in employing the original method and gathering data for the design.
The overall research model is illustrated in Figure 1. The next section discusses in more detail the
development and design of the modified method of Bedell.

Figure 1.

Overview of the research design

Setting course for objectivity
Original and redesign
Less well-known than evaluation methods such as Information Economics and the Balanced
Scorecard, Bedell’s method is a classical example of a portfolio approach. Bedell first published his
method in 1985 in: The computer solution: Strategies for success in the information age, illustrating
the battle of reducing administrative perfection and bringing more IS resources to the core business
processes. The method links business value to information systems in a systematic way, providing
portfolios such as the ones visualized in Figure 2. The most important principle of the method is that
the level of effectiveness of the information systems should ideally be approximately equal to their
level of strategic importance. The effectiveness functions as the ‘as-is’ situation, whereas importance
indicates the ‘to-be’ situation. This way, ineffective systems (compared to their importance) indicate
areas for improvement, while outperforming ones should be kept stable, or might even receive less
attention than in the current situation.
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1

2

1 BP1

2 BP2
Organization
3

3 BP3

4 BP4
4
Low

High
Effectiveness of IS to the
organization

Figure 2.

Low
High
Effectiveness of IS to the business
process

Organization and business process level portfolios in the original Bedell

The method provides decision support for IS resource allocation questions via portfolios, all
comparable to the one in Figure 2, for each of three levels of the organization; these are determined
to be (1) the entire organization, which (2) consists of a set of business processes, that (3) each
consist of activities. The portfolios are linked bottom-up by a series of equations primarily weighing
lower level variables with the importance variable of the higher level; the exact equations are
considered beyond the scope of this paper but are available in Schuurman, Berghout and Powell
(2008).
All variables involved in the original measure either some kind of importance or effectiveness. The
values are determined in sessions with representatives from both business and IS, in which they are
required to reach a consensus. These sessions require a considerable amount of top management
time, and could be hampered by the potential differences in viewpoints on and understanding of the
concepts involved. As concluded in Section 3, objectivity in the aspects of the evaluated object,
procedures, and stakeholders is thus perceived to be low. Nonetheless, on the aspects of internal
rules, the method’s equation system obtains a high score. For this reason it provides a good starting
point for the design of an evaluation method meeting the requirements of objectivity. Next, the
foundations of the design are expounded. Then the alterations to the original Bedell are provided
together with the reasons for implementation. The overall picture is illustrated in Figure 3.

Figure 3.

The design

The redesign consists of six steps that are briefly described next. (1) A business process blueprint is
made of the organization in question. Each business process is then awarded a score for its
importance to the organization. The scoring principle is discussed later. (2) Every information system
in the IS portfolio, or for empirical reasons the application portfolio, is linked to the business
processes it supports. This link is accompanied with two scores, one for its effectiveness in
supporting the business process and another for its importance for the business process. (3) The data
on the single information systems is aggregated to a business process level; that is, the effectiveness
and importance of is calculated for all IS supporting a particular business process. The aggregated
value is calculated by weighing the scores per system by their importance for the business process.
All other equations used in the redesign apply a similar approach. (4) The importance of all
information systems for a certain business process are weighted by the importance of the business
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process to the organization. A high score on these, so-called, focus factors, not only indicates that IS
are regarded highly important to the business process, but also that they are important in an area
crucial to the organization. (5) Next, the importance and effectiveness of all IS with regard to the
organization as a whole are calculated. Herewith creating the two variables which indicate the
general situation of IS in the organization. (6) Finally, as all variables are now known, the portfolios
can be created. The three types of portfolios are the importance versus effectiveness of (i) single
systems to a business process, (ii) all IS to the business processes, and (iii) all IS to the organization.
The portfolios themselves are similar to the ones in Figure 3.
In the quest for objectivity, four alterations are incorporated in this design when compared to the
original technique; these are (1) reduced organizational complexity, (2) increased factuality of the
network model between IS and business processes, (3) increased internal consistency, and (4)
measurement of variables using substitute units. Each of these is briefly discussed next.
The first change is to reduce the number of organizational levels to two in order to increase
transparency and lessen complexity. The organizational level of activity is eliminated, leaving a
framework in place of information systems supporting the business processes. This change decreases
the level of multiple subjectivity and enhances the reproducibility of input, therefore the objectivity
from rules regarding the procedures of evaluation is increased. In addition, increased transparency
and understandability increases the facilitation aspect.
The second modification, converts the original one-to-one relationship model between IS and
business processes to an n-to-n relationship; thus supporting multiple systems per business process
and multiple business processes per system. Admittedly, this change is more focused on the
applicability of the method than the objectivity, but is nonetheless indispensable as, given the
current complex network of interactions between IS and business processes, the one-to-one model
of the original Bedell does not appear fit for purpose. Consequently, this change touches the aspect
of defining the object under evaluation.
The third alteration made is intended to increase internal consistency and transparency; expanding
the procedural rules aspect of objectivity. In comparison to the original, the created equations have
an increased logic and consistency. As the equations are recursive, a virtually unlimited number of
organizational levels can be added. For each level added, the level directly below the additional level
is given an importance score for the new level. Next, all effectiveness and importance scores of the
lower level are simply weighed against this new importance score. This uniformity enables the
addition of as many organizational layers as needed. As shown in the first alteration, adding layers
would, however, lower objectivity.
The last change comprises replacing importance and effectiveness with substitute variables.
Although not visible in the six steps described above, this can be regarded as the most important
modification. By initially assessing the reproducibility of input, and possibly in later iterations of the
design also the triangulation of input, this is the most substantial step towards the desired objectivity
in both the aspects of the object under evaluation and the procedures to be used. Contrary to
previous arrangements, the effectiveness and importance measures are not measured by
conversation and consensus, but by using readily available measures from the organization’s (IS)
management information. Herewith testing a portfolio method that is enhanced with measurements
of objectified conditions. These include various measures from information systems service
management (frameworks). Building on the Shareholder Value Approach by Rappaport (1998), the
importance of business processes to the organization is calculated by means of the fragment the
business process adds to the profit margin of the organization. The effectiveness and importance of
IS to the business processes are replaced by scores based on IS service management variables, such
as the numbers of calls and changes.
Overall, the four alterations are seen to affect the object, procedures, and facilitation rules available.
In later iteration the stakeholders and criteria rules are also addressed. In addition, the variables
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described are the ones chosen for the first iteration of the design. Coming iterations will test other
variables, including rules on handling cost and returns. This way the ‘tweakability’ of all aspects of
objectivity as developed in Section 2 is studied throughout the research. Progress on the first
iteration is described in the next paragraph.
First demonstration
Initiation of the first iteration cycle of the design took place at a production organization in late 2008.
The organization has about 500 employees of whom up to 300 are IS users in some form, and it
produces four to five billion products a year.
Before the initial interview, software was created to support the automated handling of the data and
the creation of the desired portfolios. In the first interview information was gathered on the business
process blueprint of the organization as well as the application portfolio. In total, the organizational
overview was set at nine business processes. The application portfolio contains seven main
application; among which a central administrative system, an organization width production support
application, and office automation. Based on this the organizational design of the method was
incorporated into the software. In addition, data sources were acquired on the service management
characteristics of the applications, as well as the financial data for the organization’s business
processes. However, as the data was not readily available in the format required by the method, its
acquisition is still in progress. The final data are expected December 2008. After processing the data,
the discussion session can be planned; finalizing the first iteration by the end of 2008.
Depending on the intermediate results as well as the final session, the design will be adjusted. Early
results indicate that the required data in the current design are available at the case organization.
Also, the developed software handles the data, where needed supplemented by exemplar data, as
intended but has to be improved in the areas of usability, flexibility, and clarity. In addition, it is
expected that due to the use of relative numbers, the method is prone to small numbers; something
which will be dealt with in future redesigns.

Potential contributions
For research, the identification of objectivity as one of the possible causes for existing methods not
being the expected success adds to the foundations upon which IS are evaluated. In addition, the
knowledge gained of the methods, their design, use, and ‘tweakability’ will provide a framework in
which other properties, such as the usefulness and complexity, can be researched. Gaining insights
into the multiple properties of evaluation techniques will then enable future research on trade-offs
between the various properties.
This research particularly addresses the issues as to whether questionable benefit analysis
techniques are the main reason for the faltering of IS evaluation. The contributions of this research
to practice are twofold. First, providing guidance in how to use certain evaluation approaches in
practice, and which data to include, offers practitioners the possibility of increasing the formality of
the assessments. This offers improved potential to address resources allocated to IS and increased
credibility of the IS function. Second, practice might take advantage of the research by improving the
transition between the project business case from the realization phase and the economic
management of operational information systems during exploitation.
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